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Universal continuous bilinear forms for
compactly supported sections of Lie algebra
bundles and universal continuous extensions of
certain current algebras
Jan Milan Eyni
Abstract
We construct a universal continuous invariant bilinear form for the
Lie algebra of compactly supported sections of a Lie algebra bundle
in a topological sense. Moreover we construct a universal continuous
central extension of a current algebra A b g for a finite-dimensional
Lie algebra g and a certain class of topological algebras A. In par-
ticular taking A “ C8c pMq for a σ-compact manifold M we obtain a
more detailed justification for a recent result of Janssens and Wockel
concerning a universal extension for the Lie algebra C8c pM, gq.
Introduction and Notation
A continuous invariant bilinear form γ on a Lie algebra g taking values in a
locally convex space is called universal if we get all other continuous invariant
bilinear forms on g by composing γ with a unique continuous linear map.
Here invariance means that γprx, ys, zq “ γpx, ry, zsq for all x, y, z P g. In [7]
such a bilinear form was constructed in general. To this end, one considers
the quotient of the symmetric square S2pgq by the closure of the subspace
generated by elements of the form rx, ys _ z ´ x _ ry, zs. This quotient is
called V Tg and κg : g ˆ g Ñ V
T
g , px, yq ÞÑ rx _ ys is a universal invariant
bilinear form on g. We recall this general approach in Section 1. Although
any two universal invariant bilinear forms differ only by composition with
an isomorphism of topological vector spaces, it is not enough to know the
mere existence of a universal extension in general. Often, one would like to
use more concrete realisations of universal invariant bilinear forms. This is
the reason why in [7], Gündoğan constructed a concrete universal continuous
bilinear form for the Lie algebra C8pM,Kq of sections for a given Lie algebra
bundle K. If g is the finite-dimensional typical fiber of K and we consider
V pKq to be the vector bundle with base M and fibers V pKpq for p P M ,
Gündoğan showed that C8pM,Kq ˆ C8pM,Kq Ñ V pKq, pη, ζq ÞÑ κg ˝ pη, ζq
is a universal continuous invariant symmetric bilinear form. In [8] Janssens
and Wockel constructed a universal continuous central extension of the Lie
algebra C8c pM,Kq of compactly supported sections of a Lie algebra bundle
K. In their proof, they implicitly use the concept of universal continuous
invariant bilinear forms for these sections. But they do not discuss whether
there exists a universal continuous invariant bilinear forms for the Lie algebra
C8c pM,Kq. Hence the first aim of this paper is to construct a universal
continuous invariant bilinear form on C8c pM,Kq. This will be done in Section
2.
To show the reader the application of this special universal invariant
bilinear form we recall in 3.6 how Janssens and Wockel used this univer-
sal invariant bilinear form in [8]. With the help of this bilinear form they
constructed a certain cocycle ω in Z2ctpC
8
c pM,Kq, Eq for an appropriate lo-
cally convex space E, which they proved to be a universal cocycle. We also
show the continuity of this cocycle, which was not discussed by Janssens and
Wockel (see Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5).
The second aim of this paper is to construct a universal continuous exten-
sion of certain so-called current algebras. In general these are algebras of the
form A b g, where A is a locally convex topological algebra and g a locally
convex Lie algebra. In 2001, Maier constructed in [10] a universal continuous
central extensions for current algebras of the form Abg, where A is a unital,
commutative, associative, complete locally convex topological algebra and g
a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra. The canonical example for such
a current algebra is given by the smooth functions from a manifold M to g.
To show the universality of the cocycle ω in [8], Janssens and Wockel used
Maiers cocycle to construct a universal cocycle for the compactly supported
smooth functions from a σ-compact manifold to a Lie algebra g in [8, The-
orem 7.2]. Gündoğan showed in [7, 5.1.14] that the ideas from [8] can be
used to construct a universal cocycle for current algebras Ab g with pseudo-
unital, commutative and associative algebras A that are inductive limits of
unital Fréchet algebras. But this class of current algebras does not contain
the compactly supported smooth maps C8c pM, gq from a σ-compact finite-
dimensional manifold M to the Lie algebra g. So in Section 4, we show that
the cocycles constructed in [8] respectively [7, Theorem 5.1.14] work for lo-
cally convex associative algebras A which are the inductive limit of complete
locally convex algebras An Ď A, such that we can find an element 1n P A
with 1n ¨ a “ a for all a P An. Obviously, this class of algebras contains the
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compactly supported smooth functions on a σ-compact manifold.
Throughout this paper we will use the following notations and conven-
tions.
• We write N for the set of integers t1, 2, 3, ...u.
• All locally convex spaces considered are assumed Hausdorff.
• If E is finite-dimensional vector space and M a manifold, we write
C8c pM,Eq for the space of compactly supported smooth functions from
M to E.
• If M is a manifold and pi : V Ñ M a vector bundle with base M , we
write C8pM,Vq for the space of smooth sections in V and C8c pM,Vq
for the space of compactly supported smooth sections. As usual, we
write ΩkpM,Vq for the space of V-valued k-forms on M and Ωkc pM,Vq
for the space of compactly supported V-valued k-forms on M .
• Let M be a σ-compact manifold, U Ď M open, V a vector space and
V a vector bundle with base M . For f P C8c pU, V q, X P C
8
c pU,Vq and
ω P Ωkc pU,Vq respectively, we write f„, X„ and ω„ respectively, for the
extension of f , X and ω to M by 0 outside U .
• If V and W are vector spaces, we write LinpV,W q for the space of
linear maps from V to W and in the case of topological vector spaces
we write LinctpV,W q for the space of continuous linear maps.
• If g and h are Lie algebras, we write Hompg, hq for the space of Lie
algebra homomorphisms from g to h and in the case of topological Lie
algebras we write Homctpg, hq for the space of continuous Lie algebra
homomorphisms.
• We write A1 for the unitalisation of an associative algebra A.
1 Preliminaries
In this section, we recall the basic concepts of universal continuous invariant
bilinear forms. These basic definitions and results can also be found in [7,
Chapter 4].
Definition 1.1. Let g be a Lie algebra. A pair pV, βq with a vector space V
and a symmetric bilinear map β : gˆgÑ V is called an invariant symmetric
bilinear form on g if βprx, ys, zq “ βpx, ry, zsq for all x, y, z P g. The invari-
ant symmetric bilinear form pV, βq is called algebraic universal if for every
other invariant symmetric bilinear form pW, γq on g, there exists a unique
linear map ψ : V Ñ W such that γ “ ψ ˝ β. It is clear that if β is algebraic
universal, then another invariant symmetric bilinear form pW, γq on g is al-
gebraic universal if and only if we can find an isomorphism of vector spaces
ϕ : V ÑW with γ “ ϕ ˝ β.
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In the case that g is a locally convex Lie algebra and V is a locally con-
vex space, the pair pV, βq is called continuous invariant symmetric bilinear
form on g if β is continuous and it is called topological universal or universal
continuous invariant symmetric bilinear form if for every other continuous in-
variant symmetric bilinear form pW, γq on g, there exists a unique continuous
linear map ψ : V Ñ W such that γ “ ψ ˝ β. It is clear that if β is topologi-
cal universal, then another invariant symmetric bilinear form pW, γq on g is
topological universal if and only if we can find an isomorphism ϕ : V Ñ W
of topological vector spaces with γ “ ϕ ˝ β.
[7, Remark 4.1.5. and Proposition 4.1.7.] tell us that their always exists
a universal continuous invariant symmetric bilinear form pVg, κgq for a given
locally convex Lie algebra g.
With [7, Proposision 4.3.3] we get directly the following Lemma 1.2.
Lemma 1.2. For a σ-compact finite-dimensional manifold M and a finite-
dimensional perfect Lie algebra g the map
κg˚ : C
8
c pM, gq ˆ C
8
c pM, gq Ñ C
8
c pM,Vgq, pf, gq ÞÑ κ
T
g ˝ pf, gq
is an algebraic universal symmetric invariant bilinear form. Notably the im-
age of κg spans C
8
c pM,Vgq.
In the case that M is connected, the preceding Lemma 1.2 can be found
in [7, Corollary 4.3.4].
Definition 1.3. If g is a Lie algebra, we call the subalgebra
tf P Linpgq : p@x, y P gq fprx, ysq “ rfpxq, ysu
of the associative algebra Linpgq the Centroid of g.
The following Lemma 1.4 can be found in [7, Lemma 4.1.6].
Lemma 1.4. Let g be a Lie algebra, W a vector space and β : gˆg ÑW an
invariant bilinear map. Then βpfpxq, yq “ βpx, fpyqq for all x P rg, gs, y P g
and f P Centpgq.
The next Lemma 1.5 comes from [7, Remark 4.2.7].
Lemma 1.5. The Lie algebra C8c pM, gq is perfect for every σ-compact man-
ifold M and perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebra g.
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Definition 1.6. Let M be a manifold, g a Lie algebra and pi : K Ñ M a
vector bundle with typical fiber g. If for every m P M the space pi´1ptmuq
is endowed with a Lie algebra structure such that there exists an atlas of
local trivialisations ϕ : pi´1pUϕq Ñ Uϕˆ g of K such that for every p P Uϕ the
map ϕpp,_q : Km Ñ g is a Lie algebra homomorphism, then we call K a Lie
algebra bundle.
In Definition 1.7 we endow the vector space of sections as well as com-
pactly supported sections into a given vector bundle with a locally convex
topology. We follow the definitions from [5, Chaper 3].
Definition 1.7. LetM be a finite-dimensional manifold, V a finite-dimensional
vector space and pi : V Ñ M a vector bundle with typical fiber V . If
η P C8pM,Vq and ϕ : pi´1pUq Ñ Uϕ ˆ V is a local trivialisation of V we
write ηϕ :“ pr2 ˝ϕ ˝ η|Uϕ P C
8pUϕ, V q for the local representation of η. Let
A be an atlas of V. We give C8pM,Vq the initial topology with respect
to the maps σϕ : C
8pM,Vq Ñ C8pUϕ, V q, η ÞÑ ηϕ. [5, Lemma 3.9] tells
us that this topology does not depend on the choose of the atlas. More-
over [5, Lemma 3.7] tells us that the topological embedding C8pM,Vq Ñś
ϕPA C
8pUϕ, V qη ÞÑ pηϕqϕPA has closed image and so C
8pM,Vq becomes a
locally convex space. Especially we see that C8pM,Vq is a Fréchet space if
we find a countable atlas of local trivialisations of V.
If K Ď M is compact we write C8K pM,Vq for the closed subspace of
sections from V, whose supports are contained in K. In the case of an
countable atlas of local trivialisations of V it is clear that C8K pM,Vq is a
Fréchet space. We give C8c pM,Vq the topology such that it becomes the
inductive limit of the spaces C8K pM,Vq in the category of locally convex
spaces, where K runs through all compact sets.
If g is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra and K a Lie algebra bundle with
typical fiber g, we define the Lie bracket r_,_s : C8pM,Kq ˆ C8pM,Kq Ñ
C8pM,Kq by rη, ζsppq “ rηppq, ζppqs for η, ζ P C8pM,Kq, where the latter Lie
bracket, is taken in Kp. Together with this Lie bracket C
8pM,Kq becomes a
topological Lie algebra.
Lemma 1.8. Let M be a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold, g a finite-
dimensional Lie algebra and K a Lie algebra bundle with typical fiber g. In
this situation C8c pM,Kq becomes a topological Lie algebra.
Proof. The map K ‘ K Ñ K that maps pv, wq to rv, wsKp for v, w P Kp and
p P M is continuous. With the Ω-Lemma (see, e.g. [11, Theorem 8.7] or [4,
F.24]) we see that C8c pM,Kq is a topological Lie algebra.
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2 Topological universal bilinear forms for
compactly supported sections of Lie
algebra bundles
The aim of this section is to construct a universal invariant continuous bi-
linear form for the space of compactly supported sections into a Lie algebra
bundle. To this end, we first show the “local statement”, that means we
construct a universal continuous invariant bilinear form for the compactly
supported smooth functions on a σ-compact manifold into a Lie algebra g
(Theorem 2.4). Afterwards we glue the local solutions together to a global
one (Theorem 2.11).
The following fact is well known.
Lemma 2.1. If X is a locally compact space, pKnqnPN a locally finite cover
by compact sets Kn then there exists an open neighbourhood Vn of Kn in X
for every n P N, such that pVnqnPN is locally finite.
Lemma 2.2. If M is a σ-compact finite-dimensional manifold, E a finite-
dimensional vector space and pρmqmPN a partition of unity , then Φ:
À
mPN
C8pM,Eq Ñ C8c pM,Eq, pfmqmPN ÞÑ
ř
mPN ρm ¨ fm is a quotient map.
Proof. First we show the continuity of Φ. Because Φ is linear, it is enough to
show that C8pM,Eq Ñ C8c pM,Eq, f ÞÑ ρm ¨f is continuous for every m P N.
The local convex space C8c pM,Eq is the inductive limit of spaces C
8
Kn
pM,Eq
with n P N, where pKnqnPN is a compact exhaustion of M . Because the
support of ρm is compact we can find n P N with supppρmq Ď Kn. We
see that the map C8pM,Eq Ñ C8c pM,Eq, f ÞÑ ρm ¨ f takes its image in
the subspace C8KnpM,Eq. Now we conclude that Φ is continuous, because
C8pM,Eq Ñ C8KnpM,Eq, f ÞÑ ρm ¨ f is continuous.
With Lemma 2.1 we find a locally finite cover pVnqnPN of M , such that
Vn is a neighbourhood for supppρnq. For n P N we choose a smooth function
σn : M Ñ r0, 1s, such that σn|supppρnq ” 1 and supppσnq Ď Vn. Because a
compact subset of M is only intersected by finite many sets of the cover
pVnqnPN we can define the map Ψ: C
8
c pM,Eq Ñ
À8
n“1C
8pM,Eq, γ ÞÑ pσn ¨
γqnPN, witch is obviously a right-inverse for Φ. If K ĎM is compact, we find
N P N, such that K X Vn “ H for n ě N . We conclude ΨpC
8
K pM,Eqq ĎśN
n“1C
8pM,Eq ˆ t0u. Obviously the map C8pM,Eq Ñ
śN
n“1C
8pM,Eq,
γ ÞÑ pσn ¨ γqn“1,..,N is continuous. We conclude that Ψ is a continuous linear
right-inverse for Ψ and so we see, that Φ is an open linear map.
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Lemma 2.3. IfM is a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold and g a finite-
dimensional Lie algebra, then κg˚ : C
8
c pM, gq
2 Ñ C8c pM,Vgq, pf, gq ÞÑ κg ˝
pf, gq is continuous.
Proof. The lemma follows directly from [3, Corollary 4.17].
Theorem 2.4. Let g be a perfect finite-dimensional Lie algebra and M a
finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold. Then κg˚ : C
8
c pM, gq
2 Ñ C8c pM,Vgq
is topological universal.
Proof. We know that κg˚ : C
8
c pM, gq
2 Ñ C8c pM,Vgq is an algebraic universal
invariant form. Moreover κTC8c pM,gq : C
8
c pM, gq
2 Ñ V TC8c pM,gq is a topological
universal invariant form.
Because κg˚ is a continuous invariant bilinear map, we find a continuous
linear map f : VT pC
8
c pM, gqq Ñ C
8
c pM,Vgq such that κg˚ “ f ˝ κ
T
C8c pM,gq
and because κTC8c pM,gq is an invariant bilinear map, we find a linear map
g : C8c pM,Vgq Ñ V
T
C8c pM,gq
with κTC8c pM,gq “ g ˝ κg˚. We get the commutative
diagram
C8c pM, gq
2
κg˚ //
κT
C8c pM,gq

C8c pM,Vgq
g
qqV TC8c pM,gq
f
55
With f ˝ g ˝ κg˚ “ κg˚ and the fact that κg˚ is algebraic universal, we get
f ˝ g “ idC8c pM,Vgq. (1)
Let pρmqmPN be a partition of unity of M . From Lemma 2.2 we know the
quotient map Φ and get the commutative diagram
À
mPN C
8pM,Vgq
h //
Φ

V TC8c pM,gq
C8c pM,Vgq
g
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
with h :
À
mPN C
8pM,Vgq Ñ V
T
C8c pM,gq
, pϕmqmPN ÞÑ
ř
mPN gpϕm ¨ ρmq. If we
can show that h is continuous, we get that also g is continuous.
Because h is linear it is enough to show that C8pM,Vgq Ñ V
T
C8c pM,gq
,
ϕ ÞÑ gpϕ¨ρmq is continuous for allm P N. The space V
T
g is finite-dimensional,
because g is finite-dimensional. Let pviqi“1,...,n be a basis of Vg. We write ϕi
for the i-th component for a map ϕ P C8pM,Vgq. We can find ξij , ζij P
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C8c pM, gq, such that vi ¨ ρm “
řni
j“1 κg˚pξij, ζijq, because κg˚ : C
8
c pM, gq
2 Ñ
C8c pM,Vgq is algebraic universal and so impκg˚q generates C
8
c pM,Vgq. For
ϕ P C8pM,Vgq we calculate
gpϕ ¨ ρmq “
nÿ
i“1
gpϕi ¨ ρm ¨ viq “
nÿ
i“1
niÿ
j“1
g
`
ϕi ¨ κg˚pξij , ζijq
˘
“
nÿ
i“1
niÿ
j“1
g
`
κg˚pϕi ¨ ξij , ζijq
˘
“
nÿ
i“1
niÿ
j“1
κTC8c pM,gqpϕi ¨ ξij , ζijq.
Because C8pM,Rq Ñ V TC8c pM,gq, ψ ÞÑ κ
T
C8c pM,gq
pψ ¨ ξij, ζijq is continuous we
see that also g is continuous.
Now we have g ˝ f ˝ κTC8c pM,gq “ κ
T
C8c pM,gq
. Because g is continuous we
get g ˝ f “ idV T
C8c pM,gq
. And with (1), we see that f is an isomorphism of
topological vector spaces.
Remark 2.5. If g and h are Lie algebras and f : h Ñ g is a Lie algebra
homomorphism, then there exists a unique linear map fκ : Vh Ñ Vg with
fκpκhpx, yqq “ κgpfpxq, fpyqq.
Definition 2.6. Let M be a manifold, g a finite-dimensional Lie algebra
and K a Lie algebra bundle with base M and typical fiber g. If A is an
atlas of local trivialisations of K, we define V pKq :“
Ť
mPM V pKmq and the
surjection ρ : V pKq Ñ M , v ÞÑ m for v P Km. For a local trivialisation
ϕ : pi´1pUϕq Ñ Uϕ ˆ g we define the map ϕ˜ : ρ
´1pUϕq Ñ Uϕ ˆ Vg, v ÞÑ`
ρpvq, ϕpρpvq,_qκpvq
˘
. Together with the atlas of local trivialisations tϕ˜ :
ϕ P Au we get a vector bundle ρ : V pKq Ñ M . In this article we will always
write ϕ˜ for the trivialisation of V pKq that comes from a trivialisation ϕ of K.
Definition 2.7. For a manifoldM , a Lie algebra g and a Lie algebra bundle
K with base M and typical fiber g, we define the map κK : C
8
c pM,Kq
2 Ñ
C8c pM,V pKqq by κKpX, Y qpmq “ κKmpXpmq, Y pmqq for m P M .
Lemma 2.8. If M is a σ-compact, finite-dimensional manifold, g a finite-
dimensional Lie algebra and K a Lie algebra bundle with base M and typical
fiber g, then κK : C
8
c pM,Kq
2 Ñ C8c pM,V pKqq is continuous.
Proof. The map K ‘ K Ñ V pKq that maps pv, wq to κKppv, wq for v, w P Kp
and p PM is continuous. The assertion now follows from the Ω-Lemma (see,
e.g. [11, Theorem 8.7] or [4, F.24]).
Lemma 2.9. The image of κK spans C
8
c pM,V pKqq, if g is a perfect finite-
dimensional Lie algebra, M a σ-compact finite-dimensional manifold and
piK : KÑM a Lie algebra bundle with base M and typical fiber g.
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Proof. To show the assertion of the lemma, we only need to show that the
global statement can be reduced to the local one, because the local statement
follows from Lemma 1.2. Let η P C8c pM,V pKqq and K :“ supppηq. We find
local trivialisations ϕi : pi
´1pUiq Ñ Ui ˆ g of K for i “ 1, .., k with K ĎŤn
i“1 Ui. Let pλiqi“0,..,k be a partition of unity of M that is subordinate to
the open cover that consists of the sets MzK and Ui for i “ 1, .., k. We get
η “
řk
i“1 λi ¨η and λi ¨η P C
8
c pM,V pKqq with supppλi ¨ηq Ď Ui. The assertion
now follows from the fact that ϕ˜i : ρ
´1
V pKqpUiq Ñ UiˆVg is a local trivialisation
of V pKq.
Lemma 2.10. Let M be a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold, g a finite-
dimensional Lie algebra and K a Lie algebra bundle with typical fiber g. If g
is perfect, then also C8c pM,Kq is perfect.
Proof. Because the assertion holds for the local statement, it is enough to
show that the global statement can be reduced to the local one. Let η P
C8c pM,Kq and K :“ supppηq. We choose ϕi and λi analogous to the proof
of Lemma 2.9 and calculate η “
řn
i“1 λi ¨ η. We have λi ¨ η P C
8
c pM,Kq with
supppλi ¨ ηq Ď Ui. This finishes the proof.
In [7, Theorem 4.4.4] a local statement for algebraic universal invariant
bilinear forms is used to get an analogous global statement for the space
of algebraic universality of spaces of sections in a Lie algebra bundle. We
now want to transfer this approach to a topological statement for compactly
supported sections in a Lie algebra bundle in Theorem 2.11.
Theorem 2.11. For a perfect finite-dimensional Lie-algebra g, a σ-compact
manifold M and a Lie algebra bundle K with base M and typical fiber g, the
map κK : C
8
c pM,Kq
2 Ñ C8c pM,V pKqq is topological universal.
Proof. Let pψi : pi
´1pUψiq Ñ Uψi ˆ gqiPI be a bundle atlas of K and pρiqiPI a
partition of unity of M with supppρiq Ď Uψi. Let γ : C
8
c pM,Kq
2 Ñ W be a
continuous invariant bilinear form. For i P I we define
γi : C
8
c pUψi , gq
2 ÑW
pf, gq ÞÑ γ
`
pψ´1i ˝ pid, fqq„, pψ
´1
i ˝ pid, gqq„
˘
.
The bilinear map γi is an invariant symmetric bilinear form. We want
to show that it is also continuous. Obviously it is enough to show that
C8c pUψi , gq Ñ C
8
c pM,Kq, f ÞÑ pψ
´1 ˝ pid, fqq„ is continuous. This follows
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from the following diagram
C8c pUψi , gq
id

f ÞÑpψ´1˝pid,fqq„
// C8c pM,Kq _

C8pUψi , gq ιi
//
À
jPI
C8pUψj , gq.
So we can find a continuous linear map βi : C
8
c pUψi , Vgq Ñ W , such that
the diagram
C8c pUψi , gq
2 γi //
κg˚

W
C8c pUψi, V pgqq
βi
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
commutes.
For i P I let ψ˜i be the corresponding bundle-chart of V pKq that comes
from ψi. We define β : C
8
c pM,V pKqq Ñ W , X ÞÑ
ř
iPI βi
`
pρi ¨Xqψ˜i
˘
. To see
that β is continuous it is enough to show that h :
À
iPI C
8pUψi, Vgq Ñ W ,
pfiqiPI ÞÑ
ř
iPI βipρi¨fiq is continuous, because C
8
c pM,V pKqq Ñ
À
iPI C
8pUψi ,
Vgq, X ÞÑ Xψ˜i is a topological embedding. To check the continuity of h it is
enough to show the continuity of C8pUψi , Vgq Ñ C
8
c pUψi, Vgq, f ÞÑ ρi ¨f . The
continuity of the latter map is clear, because it takes its image in a subspace
C8K pUψi , Vgq for a compact set K Ď Uψi .
Let ζi : M Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth map with supppζiq Ď Uψi and ζi|supppρiq “
1 for i P I. With Lemma 2.9 in mind we calculate for X, Y P C8c pM,Kq
βpκKpX, Y qq “
ÿ
iPI
βi
`
pρiζiκKpX, Y qqψ˜i
˘
“
ÿ
iPI
βi
`
κKpρiX, ζiY qψ˜i
˘
“
ÿ
iPI
βiκg˚ ppρiXqψi , pζiY qψiq “
ÿ
iPI
γi ppρiXqψi, pρiY qψiq “
ÿ
iPI
γpρiX, ζiY q
“
ÿ
iPI
γpζiρi
“ρi
X, Y q “ γpX, Y q.
Here we used that C8c pM,Kq Ñ C
8
c pM,Kq, X ÞÑ ζi ¨X is in CentpC
8
c pM,Kqq
and that C8c pM,Kq is a perfect Lie algebra.
The uniqueness of β follows from Lemma 2.9.
3 Continuity of a cocycle
In Theorem 3.6 we recall how the universal continuous invariant symmetric
bilinear form on the Lie algebra of compactly supported sections is used in
10
[8] to construct a certain cocycle ω in Z2ctpC
8
c pM,Kq, Eq for an appropriate
locally convex space E. But as mentioned in the introduction the construc-
tion in [8] does not discuss the continuity of the cocycle ω. We show that
this cocycle is actually continuous with the help of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem
3.5.
In the following Definition 3.1 we equip the space of k-forms respectively
the compactly supported k-forms on a σ-compact finite-dimensional manifold
with the usual topology, as, e.g., in [7, Definition 5.2.6].
Definition 3.1. LetM be a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold, pi : V Ñ
M a vector bundle with base M and k P N. We give ΩkpM,Vq the induced
topology of C8ppTMqk,Vq. The subspace ΩkpM,Vq is closed in C8ppTMqk,
Vq, because convergence C8ppTMqk,Vq implies pointwise convergence. Hence
ΩkpM,Vq becomes a locally convex space. If the typical fiber of V is a
Fréchet-space, it even is a Fréchet-space. If K Ď M is compact, we give
ΩkKpM,Vq :“ tω P Ω
kpM,Vq : supppωq Ď Ku the induced topology of
ΩkpM,Vq, so that ΩkKpM,Vq “
Ş
pPMzK,vPpTpMqk
ev´1p,vpt0uq with the point
evaluation evp,v : Ω
kpM,Vq Ñ Vp, ω ÞÑ ωppvq, becomes a closed subspace of
ΩkpM,Vq and by this a locally convex space. As usual we write Ωkc pM,Vq
for the space of compactly supported k-forms and equip it with the topology,
such that it becomes the inductive limit of the spaces ΩkKpM,Vq.
We now want to fix our notation concerning k-forms and connections and
recall some basic facts. All this is well known, for instance see [2] and [7,
Chapter 2.2. and 2.3.].
Definition 3.2. Let M be a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold, V a
vector bundle with base M , K a Lie-algebra-bundle with base M and k P N.
(a) The space Ωkc pM,Vq becomes a C
8pM,Rq-module by the multiplication
C8pM,RqˆΩkc pM,Vq Ñ Ω
k
c pM,Vq, pf, ωq ÞÑ f ¨ω with pf ¨ωqp “ fppq¨ωp.
(b) We get a bilinear map Ωkc pM,RqˆC
8pM,Vq Ñ Ωkc pM,Vq pω, ηq ÞÑ ω ¨ η
with pω ¨ ηqppv1, .., vkq “ ωppv1, .., vkq ¨ ηppq for vi P TpM .
(c) We call a R-linear map d : C8c pM,Vq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,Vq Koszul connection, if
dpfηq “ fdη ` ηdf for all η P C8pM,Vq and f P C8pM,Rq.
(d) We define the continuous C8pM,Rq-linear map C8c pM,KqˆΩ
1
cpM,Kq Ñ
Ω1cpM,Kq, pη, ωq ÞÑ rη, ωs with prη, ωsqppvq “ rηppq, ωppvqs. Moreover we
set rω, ηs “ ´rη, ωs.
(e) We call a Koszul connection D : C8c pM,Kq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,Kq a Lie connection,
if Drη, τ s “ rDη, τ s ` rη,Dτ s for η, τ P C8c pM,Kq.
The following fact in Lemma 3.3 should be part of the folklore. For
instance see [7, Remark 2.3.14.].
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Lemma 3.3. For every finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold M and Lie-
algebra-bundle pi : KÑM , there exists a continuous Lie connection
D : C8c pM,Kq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,Kq.
Lemma 3.4. If M is a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold and pi : K Ñ
M a Lie-algebra-bundle with finite-dimensional typical fiber, then we define
the map
κ˜K : Ω
1
cpM,Kq ˆ C
8
c pM,Kq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,V pKqq
by pκ˜Kpω, ηqqppvq “ κKppωppvq, ηppqq. The map κ˜K is C
8pM,Rq-bilinear and
continuous. If moreover D : C8c pM,Kq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,Kq is a continuous Lie con-
nection, then
β : C8c pM,Kq
2 Ñ Ω1cpM,V pKqq, pζ, ηq ÞÑ κ˜KpDζ, ηq ` κ˜Kpζ,Dηq
is a continuous, invariant, symmetric bilinear form.
Proof. To show the continuity of β we only have to prove that K˜K is contin-
uous. The map
pT ˚M b Kq ‘ KÑ LinpTM, V pKqq, pλb v, wq ÞÑ κKppλp_q ¨ v, wq
is continuous. With the identifications Ω1cpM,Kq – C
8
c pM,T
˚M b Kq and
Ω1cpM,V pKqq – C
8
c pM,LinpTM, V pKqqq the continuity follows from the Ω-
Lemma (see, e.g. [11, Theorem 8.7] or [4, F.24]).
We show that β is invariant:
βprη1, η2s, η3qppvq “ κppDrη1, η2sqppvq, η3ppqq ` κprη1ppq, η2ppqs, pDη3qppvqq
“κprpDη1qppvq, η2ppqs, η3ppqq ` κprη1ppq, pDη2qppvqs, η3ppqq
` κprη1ppq, η2ppqs, pDη3qppvqq
“κppDη1qppvq, rη2ppq, η3ppqsq ` κpη1ppq, rpDη2qppvq, η3ppqsq
` κpη1ppq, rη2ppq, pDη3qppvqsq
“κppDη1qppvq, rη2ppq, η3ppqsq ` κpη1ppq, Drη2, η3sppvqq “ βpη1, rη2, η3sqppvq
The rest of the statement is clear.
As in [8] we construct a Koszul connection for the vector bundle C8c pM,V
pKqq. This is also the point where we apply Theorem 2.11, to see that the
Koszul connection is actually continuous. Moreover we need the continuity
of the map β from Lemma 3.4.
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Theorem 3.5. Let M be a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold, pi : K Ñ
M a Lie-algebra-bundle with perfect, finite-dimensional typical fiber g, D : C8c
pM,Kq Ñ Ω1cpM,Kq a continuous Lie connection and β as in Lemma 3.4 a
continuous, invariant, symmetric bilinear form. Then there exists a unique
continuous Koszul connection d : C8c pM,V pKqq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,Kq such that the
diagram
C8c pM,Kq
2 β //
κK

Ω1cpM,V pKqq
C8c pM,V pKqq
d
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
commutes.
Proof. With Theorem 2.11 we find a unique continuous R-linear map d : C8c pM,
V pKqq Ñ Ω1cpM,Kq such that the above diagram commutes. Now we have
to show that dpf ¨ ηq “ df ¨ η ` f ¨ dη holds for all f P C8pM,Rq and
η P C8c pM,V pKqq. Because the image of κK spans C
8pM,V pKqq, it is suffi-
cient to show the assertion for η “ κKpξ, ζq with ξ, ζ P C
8
c pM,V pKqq.
dpf ¨ κKpξ, ζqqppvq “ pdpκKpfξ, ζqqqppvq
“κpDpf ¨ ξqppvq, ζppqq ` κpfppq ¨ ξppq, pDζqppvqq
“κpdfpvq ¨ ξppq, ζppqq ` κpfppqpDξqppvq, ζppqq ` κpfppqξppq, Dζppvqq
“dfpvq ¨ κpξppq, ζppqq ` fppqκpDξppvq, ζppqq ` fppqκpξppq, Dζppvqq
“pdf ¨ κpξ, ζqqppvq ` fppq ¨ pβpξ, ζqqppvq
“pdf ¨ κpξ, ζqqppvq ` fppq ¨ pdκpξ, ζqqppvq.
In Theorem 3.6 we now repeat the construction of the cocycle from [8]
and find with Theorem 3.5 that this cocycle is actually continuous.
Theorem 3.6. Let M be a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold, pi : K Ñ
M a Lie-algebra-bundle with perfect, finite-dimensional typical fiber g and
D : C8c pM,Kq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,Kq a continuous Lie connection. We use the Koszul
connection d : C8c pM,V pKqq Ñ Ω
1
cpM,V pKqq constructed in Theorem 3.5,
write Ω
1
cpM,V pKqq :“ Ω
1
cpM,V pKqq{pdC
8
c pM,V pKqqq and define the map
ω : C8c pM,Kq
2 Ñ Ω
1
cpM,V pKqq, pη, ζq ÞÑ rκ˜KpDη, ζqs
with the help of κ˜K of Lemma 3.5. Then ω is a cocycle and also continuous,
i.e., ω P H2ctpC
8
c pM,Kq,Ω
1
cpM,V pKqqq.
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Proof. The continuity of ω follows from Lemma 3.5. The R-bilinearity is
clear. That ω is alternating follows from κ˜KpDη, ξq`κ˜KpDξ, ηq P dC
8pM,V pKqq.
Moreover, we have:
ÿ
σPA3
ωprησp1q, ησp2qs, ησp3qq “ κprη1, η2s, Dη3q ` κprη2, η3s, Dη1q
` κprη3, η1s, Dη2q.
On the other hand we have:
κprη1, η2s, Dη3q “ ´κpη3, Drη1, η2sq “ ´κpη3, rDη1, η2sq ´ κpη3, rη1, Dη2sq
“ ´ κprDη1, η2s, η3q ´ κprη3, η1s, Dη2q “ ´κprη2, η3s, Dη1q ´ κprη3, η1s, Dη2q.
This finishes the proof.
4 Universal continuous extensions of certain
current algebras
Maier constructed in [10] a universal cocycle for current algebras with a unital
complete locally convex algebra. In [8, Theorem II.7] Janssens and Wockel
showed that this cocycle works also for the algebra of compactly supported
functions on a σ-compact finite-dimensional manifold. Gündoğan showed in
[7] that this approach also works for a certain class of locally convex pseudo-
unital algebras. But the class of locally convex algebras he considers does not
contain the compactly supported functions on a σ-compact finite-dimensional
manifold. Our aim in this section is to use the ideas from [7] to show that the
cocycle constructed in [8] respectively [10] actually works, in a topological
sense for a class of locally convex algebras without unity that contains the
compactly supported smooth functions on a σ-compact algebra.
In Definition 4.1 we first recall the basic concept of current algebras that
should be part of the folklore.
Definition 4.1. If A is a commutative pseudo unital algebra and g a finite-
dimensional Lie algebra, we endow the tensor product Ab g with the unique
Lie bracket that satisfies rab x, bb ys “ abb rx, ys for a, b P A and x, y P g.
We endow Abg with the topology of the projective tensor product of locally
convex spaces. This Lie algebra is even a locally convex algebra as one can
see in [7, Remark 2.1.9.]. Moreover [7, Remark 4.2.7] tells us that A b g is
perfect if g is so.
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Definition 4.2. Let g be a locally convex Lie algebra and V a complete
locally convex space that is a trivial g-module and ω P Z2ctpg, V q a cocycle.
We call ω weakly universal for complete locally convex spaces if for every
complete locally convex space W considered as trivial g-module, the map
δW : LinctpV,W q Ñ H
2
ctpg,W q, θ ÞÑ rθ ˝ ωs is bijective.
The following Lemma 4.3, can be found in [12, Lemma 1.12 (iii)].
Lemma 4.3. Let g be a locally convex Lie algebra and V a complete locally
convex space that is a trivial g-module and ω P Z2c pg, V q a weak universal
cocycle. If g is topological perfect, then ω is universal for all complete locally
convex spaces in the classic sense.
Remark 4.4. Actually the lemma in [12] requires the condition that the
considered extension is weak universal for the underlying field K of the vector
spaces. But this condition is only used in the proof of statement 1.12 (ii). The
proof of statement (iii) neither requires statement 1.12 (ii) nor this condition.
We remind the reader of the concept of topological universal differential
module. This concept is for example developed in [7, Chapter 5.2] or [10].
Definition 4.5. For a complete locally convex associative commutative uni-
tal algebra A, a pair pE,Dq with a complete locally convex A-module E and
continuous derivation D : A Ñ E of E is called universal topological differ-
ential module of A if we find a unique continuous linear map ϕ : E Ñ F such
that
A
T //
D

F
E
ϕ
??
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
commutes for every complete locally convex A-module F and continuous F -
derivation T : AÑ F . [7, Chapter 5.2] or [10] tell us that there always exists
a universal topological differential module pΩpAq, dAq for a given complete
locally convex associative commutative unital algebra A.
Now we recall the cocycle for current algebras of the form A b g with
unital complete locally convex algebra A that Maier proved in [10] to be
universal.
Definition 4.6. If g is a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, A a
commutative, associative unital complete locally convex algebra, then we
define the cocycle
ωg,A : A b gˆ Ab g Ñ Vg b pΩpAq{dApAqq
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pa b x, bb yq ÞÑ κgpx, yq b ra ¨ dApbqs.
For convenience we write Vg,A :“ Vg b pΩpAq{dApAqq.
In [10, Theorem 16] we directly get the following Lemma 4.7.
Lemma 4.7. Let g be a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, A a com-
mutative, associative unital complete algebra. If W is a complete locally con-
vex space considered as trivial g-module, then the map δW : LinpVg,A,W q Ñ
H2pA b g,W q, θ ÞÑ rθ ˝ ωg,As is bijective.
Definition 4.8. For a locally convex algebra A and a finite-dimensional
Lie algebra g the Lie algebra A b g is locally convex. For y P g, we get a
continuous bilinear map A ˆ g Ñ A b g pc, xq ÞÑ c b ry, xs which induces a
continuous linear map δy : A b g Ñ A b g with δypc b xq “ c b ry, xs. We
get a linear map δ : g Ñ EndV pA b gq, y ÞÑ δy. Moreover δ is a Lie algebra
homomorphism, because δry1,y2spc b xq “ c b rry1, y2s, xs “ c b ry1, ry2, xss ´
cb ry2, ry1, xss “ δy1δy2pcb xq ´ δy2δy1pcb xq. Also we have δy P derpAb gq,
because δyprcbx, c
1bx1sq “ cc1bry, rx, x1ss “ cc1brry, xs, x1s`cc1brx, ry, x1ss “
rδypcb xq, c
1 b x1s ` rcb x, δypc
1 b x1qss. We define ry,_s :“ δy for y P g.
With the Lie algebra homomorphism δ we can define the semidirect prod-
uct pA b gq ¸ g with the Lie-bracket rpz1, y1q, pz2, y2qs “ prz1, z2s ` δy1pz2q ´
δy2pz1q, ry1, y2sq “ prz1, z2s`ry1, z2s´ry2, z1s, ry1, y2sq for zi P Abg and yi P g,
where we wrote ry,_s :“ δy for y P g. A b g ¸ g becomes a locally convex
Lie algebra.
We identify A b g with the ideal impiq, where i : A b g Ñ A b g ¸ g,
z ÞÑ pz, 0q is a topological embedding that is a Lie algebra homomorphism.
The image is closed as kernel of the projection A b g¸ g Ñ g.
Moreover we identify g with the subalgebra impigq, where ig : g Ñ pA b
gq ¸ g, x ÞÑ p0, xq is a topological embedding with closed image that is a Lie
algebra homomorphism.
For pz, xq P Ab g ¸ g we can write pz, xq “ pz, 0q ` p0, xq “ z ` x.
[7, Remark 5.1.7 and Lemma 5.1.8] lead to the following Lemma 4.9.
Lemma 4.9. For a locally convex algebra A and a finite-dimensional Lie
algebra g we have an isomorphism of locally convex Lie algebras ϕ : A1bg Ñ
pA b gq ¸ g with pλ, aq b w ÞÑ pab w, λwq for all λ P K, a P A and w P g.
Lemma 4.10. If g and h are locally convex Lie algebras, V a locally con-
vex space and ϕ : g Ñ h a continuous Lie algebra homomorphism, than
Hctpϕq : H
2
ctph, V q Ñ H
2
ctpg, V q, rωs ÞÑ rω˝pϕ, ϕqs is a well-defined and linear
map.
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Proof. For η P Linph, V q and ω P Z2ctph, V q with ω “ η ˝ r_,_s we have
pϕ, ϕq˚pωq “ η ˝ ϕ ˝ r_,_s.
We will use the concept of neutral triple evolved in [7, Definition 5.1.3]
and recall it in the next Definition 4.11.
Definition 4.11. Let be A a pseudo-unital associative commutative locally
convex algebra A and g a finite-dimensional perfect Lie algebra.
(a) We get an A-module structure ¨ : AˆpAbgq Ñ Abg with a¨pbbyqpa¨bqby
for a, b P A and y P g. Actually A b g is a A-module in the category of
locally convex spaces, because g is finite-dimensional. In this situation
we call ν P A neutral for f P Ab g, if ν ¨ f “ f .
(b) For f P A b g (resp. ϕ P A) we call pλ, ν, µq P A3 a neutral triple for f
(resp. ϕ), if µ ¨ f “ f (resp. µ ¨ ϕ “ ϕ), ν ¨ µ “ µ and λ ¨ ν “ ν.
(c) Let pviqi“1,..,n be a basis of g. For f “
řn
i“1 ϕibvi P Abg with ϕ P A we
choose µf P A with µ neutral for all ϕi. Moreover we choose νf neutral
for µf and λf neutral for νf . It is clear that pλf , νf , µfq is a neutral triple
for f and for all ϕi. For the rest of this section we will use this notation
to talk about this element. For every ϕ P A we choose a neutral triple
pλϕ, νϕ, µϕq. Obviously pλϕ, νϕ, µϕq is a neutral triple for ϕb v for every
v P g.
From the proof of [7, Theorem 5.1.10] we can extract the following Lemma
4.12.
Lemma 4.12. Let A be a pseudo-unital associative commutative locally con-
vex algebra, g a finite-dimensional perfect Lie algebra and V a locally convex
space, ω P Z2ctpAb g, V q, f P A b g and y P g. If pλ1, ν1, µ1q and pλ2, ν2, µ2q
are neutral triples for f , then ωpf, λ1 b yq “ ωpf, λ2 b yq.
We now prove that [7, Theorem 5.1.14] also holds for a class of locally
convex algebras that contains the compactly supported smooth functions on
a σ-compact finite-dimensional manifold.
Theorem 4.13. Let A be a complete pseudo-unital algebra that is the strict
inductive limit of locally convex subalgebras Am Ď A for which we can find
an element 1m P A with 1m ¨ a “ a for all a P Am. Moreover, let g be
a semisimple finite-dimensional Lie algebra, V a locally convex space and
i : Abg Ñ Abg¸g the natural inclusion. Then H2ctpiq : H
2
ctpAbg¸g, V q Ñ
H2ctpA b g, V q is bijective.
Proof. Surjectivity: Let pviqi“1,..,n be a basis of g. We use the notation of
Definition 4.11. Given ω0 P Z
2
ctpA b g, V q, we define ω : A b g ¸ g Ñ V
pf1, y1q, pf2, y2q ÞÑ ω0pf1, f2q ` ω0pf1, λf1 b y1q ´ ω0pf2, λf2 b y1q.
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For f, g P A b g, r P K and y P g we can choose a neutral triple pλ, ν, µq
that is neutral for f and for g. Especially this triple is also neutral for
rf ` g. Because we now get ω0prf ` g, λrf`g b yq “ ω0prf ` g, λ b yq “
rω0pf, λ b yq ` ω0pg, λ b yq “ rω0pf, λf b yq ` ω0pg, λg b yq, we can easily
proof that ω is bilinear. Obviously ω is anti-symmetric.
The argument that ω is a cocycle works exactly like in the proof [7, 5.10.].
For the convenience of the reeder we will recall this argument in the appendix.
We now want to show that ω is also continuous. We just have to show
that the bilinear map ψ : Abgˆg Ñ V , pf, yq ÞÑ ω0pf, λf byq is continuous.
Because we can identify pAbgqbg with pAbgqn, it is sufficient to prove the
continuity of pA b gqn Ñ V , pfiqi“1,..,n ÞÑ
řn
i“1 ω0pfi, λfi b viq. To show the
continuity of Ab g Ñ V , f ÞÑ ω0pf, λf b vq, we again identify Ab g with A
n
and prove the continuity of An Ñ V , pϕiqi“1,..,n ÞÑ
řn
i“1 ω0pϕibvi, λfby with
f “
řn
i“1 ϕi b vi and an arbitrary y P g. But because of the construction of
the neutral triple pλf , νf , µfq we get ω0pϕib vi, λf b yq “ ω0pϕib vi, λϕi b yq
for i P t1, ..., nu. It remains to show that the linear map A Ñ V , ϕ ÞÑ
ω0pϕ b x, λϕ b yq is continuous for x, y P g. But for m P N we find an
element 1m P A with 1m ¨ a “ a for all a P Am. We choose an element
1˜m P A that is unital for 1m and an element
˜˜1m that is unital for 1˜m and see
that p˜˜1m, 1˜m, 1mq is a unital triple for every ϕ P Am. We see that Am Ñ V ,
ϕ ÞÑ ω0pϕ b x, λϕ b yq “ ω0pϕ b x,
˜˜1m b yq is continuous and conclude that
also the map A Ñ V , ϕ ÞÑ ω0pϕ b xλϕ b yq is continuous, because A is the
inductive limit of the subalgebras Am Ď A.
The equation H2ctpiqprωsq “ rω0s is easily checked, because for f, g P Abg
we have ω ˝ pi, iqpf, gq “ ωpf, gq “ ω0pf, gq.
The argument that H2ctpiq is injective works exactly like in the proof [7,
5.10.]. For the convinience of the reeder we will recall this argument in the
appendix.
Remark 4.14. It is clear that Theorem [7, Theorem 5.1.14] is a direct con-
sequence of Theorem 4.13. Moreover we see that the class of locally convex
algebras A considered in 4.13 contains the compactly supported functions on
a finite-dimensional σ-compact manifold M .
Remark 4.15. Although the class of algebras in 4.13 contains the compactly
supported smooth functions on a σ-compact manifold M considered in [8,
Theorem 2.7.], it contains other interesting algebras, e.g. the compactly
supported continuous functions on a σ-compact manifold. So Theorem 4.13
can also be understood as a generalisation of [8, Theorem 2.7.]. Also in [8,
Theorem 2.7.] Janssens and Wockel do not discuss if the constructed cocycle
ω that is mapped to ω0 by H
2
ctpiq is actually continuous. For this point an
argument is given in the above proof.
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The application of Theorem 4.13 is not very difficult.
Corollary 4.16. Let A be a locally convex commutative and associative al-
gebra, such that it is the inductive limit of complete subalgebras An Ď A with
n P N, such that we find for every n P N an element 1n P A with 1n ¨a “ a for
all a P An. Moreover let g be a finite-dimensional perfect Lie algebra, then
ωg,A : Ab g ˆAb g Ñ Vg,A1 with pab x, bb yq ÞÑ κgpx, yq b ra ¨ dA1pbqs is a
universal cocycle for A b g.
Proof. The assertion follows directly from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.13.
The transition of the fact stated in Corollary 4.16 for current algebras
of the form A b g to the special case of Lie algebras of the form C8c pM, gq
can be done like in [7, Chapter 5.2.] or [8, Theorem II.7.]. We recall this
appraoch in Remark 4.17.
Remark 4.17. [10, Theorem 11] tells us that if M is a σ-compact manifold,
Ω1pC8c pMq1q the universal C
8
c pMq1-module in the category of complete lo-
cally convex spaces, then d˝pr1 : C
8
c pMq1 Ñ Ω
1
cpMq induces an isomorphism
of topological C8c pMq1-modules Ω
1pC8c pMq1q Ñ Ω
1
cpMq.
Let be g a semi simple Lie algebra. For f P C8c pM, gq and η P Ω
1
cpM, gq
we define the 1-form κgpf, dgq P Ω
1
cpM,Vgq, by κgpf, ηqppvq :“ κgpfppq, ηppvqq.
Because dpC8c pM,R
nqq is closed in Ω1cpM,R
nq the map
C8c pM, gq ˆ C
8
c pM, gq Ñ ΩcpM,Vgq{dpC
8
c pM,Vgqq
pf, gq ÞÑ rκgpf, dgqs.
is a universal cocycle for all complete locally convex spaces.
Appendix
Details for the proof of 4.13: The following argument follows the proof
of [7, Theorem 5.1.10]. We use the notation from the proof of Theorem 4.13.
In order to show that ω P Z2pAb g¸ g, V q we choose f, g, h P Ab g and
x, y, z P g. First we mention the trivialities dωpf, g, hq “ dω0pf, g, hq “ 0 and
dωpx, y, zq “ 0. We can choose a trivial pλ, ν, µq that is neutral for f and g,
and we can write f “
řn
i“1 fi b vi as well as g “
řn
j“1 gj b vj . We calculate
λ ¨ rf, gs “
ÿ
i,j
λfigj b rvi, vjs “ rλf, gs “ rf, gs
and see that pλ, ν, µq is a neutral triple for rf, gs. Now we calculate
dωpf, g, yq “ ωprf, gs, yq ` ωprg, ys, fq ` ωpry, f s, gq
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“ω0prf, gs, λb yq ` ω0prg, ys, fq ` ω0pry, f s, gq
“ω0prf, gs, λb yq ` ω0prg, λb ys, fq ` ω0prλb y, f s, gq “ dω0pf, g, λb yq “ 0.
To check that ω is a cocycle we calculate
dωppf, xq, pg, yqph, zqq “ dωpf, g, hq ` dωpf, g, zq ` dωpf, y, hq ` dωpf, y, zq
`dωpx, g, hq ` dωpx, g, zq ` dωpx, y, hq ` dωpx, y, zq “ 0.
It remains to show the injectivity of the map H2ctpiq. Let ω P Z
2
ctpA b
g ¸ g, V q with ω ˝ pi, iq “ η ˝ r_,_s for η P LinctpA b g, V q. We define
the continuous linear map η1 : A b g ¸ g Ñ V , pf, vq ÞÑ ηpfq. We define
the cocycle ω1 :“ ω ´ η1 ˝ r_,_s on A b g ¸ g. If we can show rω1s “ 0 in
H2ctpAbg, V q we are done. First of all we have ω
1pf, gq “ ωpf, gq´η1˝rf, gs “
ω ˝ pi, iqpf, gq ´ ηprf, gsq “ 0 for all f, g P A b g. For f, g P A b g and y P g
we calculate
0 “ ´dω1pf, g, yq “ ω1prf, gs, yq ` ω1prg, ys, fq
“0
`ω1pry, f s, gq
“0
“ ω1prf, gs, yq.
Because A b g is perfect, we get that ω1 equals 0 on A b g ˆ g in terms of
the natural identifications. For f1, f2 P Ab g and y1, y2 P g we have
ω1ppf1, y1q, pf2, y2qq “ ω
1pf1, f2q
“0
`ω1py1, f2q
“0
`ω1pf1, y2q
“0
`ω1py1, y2q.
Because g is a subalgebra of Abg¸g we get ω|gˆg P Z
2
ctpg, V q and because g
is semisimple, we get with the Whitehead theorem for locally convex spaces,
stated in [7, Corollary A.2.9], that H2ctpg, V q “ t0u. Therefore, we find
η2 P Linctpg, V q with ω|gˆg “ η
2 ˝ r_,_s. Finally we see ω1 “ η3 ˝ r_,_s with
η3 : Ab g¸ g Ñ V , pf, vq ÞÑ η2pvq.
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